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OIKOS
design Silvia Paola Pennacchio

OIKOS

Lampholder W Ilcos °K Optic Colour Class Wiring EEI =
Cosφ
≥ 0,9 Code Notes

G12 35 MT C 96 II CR 05283896
G12 70 MT C 96 II CR 05283996
G12 150 MT C 96 II CR 05284096
Gx12-1 50 STH C 96 II ETRC 05284996 b

Gx12-1 100 STH C 96 II ETRC 05285096 b

PGZ12 90 MT C 96 II ETRC 05284196 b

PGZ12 140 MT C 96 II ETRC 05284296 b

E27 70 ME C 96 II CR 05284396
E27 100 ME C 96 II CR 05284496
E27 150 ME C 96 II CR 05284596
E27 50 ST C 96 II CR 05285196
E27 70 ST C 96 II CR 05285296
E40 100 ST C 96 II CR 05285396
PG12-1 35 STH C 96 II CR 05284696
PG12-1 50 STH C 96 II CR 05284796
PG12-1 100 STH C 96 II CR 05284896

b Complete with electronic ballast non dimmable 220-240v 50/60hz.

OIKOS are aesthetically designed post top fittings for 
public walkway and urban area lighting. They provide 
the following features and benefits:
- High performance lighting and high uniformity with 
good glare control and upward light pollution designed 
to reduce the effects of sky glow.
- A variety of lamp options up to a maximum 150W HID, 
offering high lumen and chromatic output.
- An aesthetic contemporary design fitting delivering a 
highly efficient and functional light.
- Removable lamp and control gear assembly for a fast 
and safe installation and maintenance.
OIKOS is a contemporary post top fitting which is highly 
efficient for the illumination of pedestrian walkways, 
public spaces and car parks etc.

- Body and cover in die cast aluminium, anticorrosive, 
sandblasted, phosphorchromated and polyester powder 
coated in anthracite grey sablé.

- Reflectors in high purity aluminium, polished and 
oxidized, designed for optimizing the luminous 
distribution.

- Body and cover anti-ageing in notageing silicone of high 
compensation and elasticity.

- Opening of the cover by a quarter rotation fasteners 
in zinc coated steel, with supplemental anti-corrosive 
treatment. It allows the quick opening of the cover 
without the need for tools, and remains completely 
integrated to the features of the fitting.

- Isolating terminal connector block interrupts supply on 
opening of housing top for safety during maintenance.

- Removable control gear / lamp holder assembly without 
need for tools by “easy pulling out” handle system.

- External power connection by means of a plugsocket 
connector for quick plugging in, IP66, in technopolymer 
with integrated tear resistant cable gland for H07RNF 
2x1.5 / 2x2.5 mm2 Ø10-14 mm cables.

- Stainless steel external fixings.
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OIKOS

IK 09

10J

96
CLASS

 II

max 16kg

Ø10÷Ø14

H07RN-F

2x2,5mm2

IP 66 35-70-150W
CDM-T

HQI-T/HCI-T

35-50-100W
SDW-T

50-100W
SDW-TG MINI

50-100W
NAV-T/SON-T
NAV-T SUPER

SON-T Plus

70-100-150W
HQI-E

CDO-ET

90-140W
COSMOWHITE

CPO-TW

MEMTMT STHSTH ST

Ø780

53
4

33
4

Ø60 - Ø76

0,363m2
0,161m2

OK NO

A0513/ALA0511

Ø 60 mm

ACCESSORIES

Code Denomination Description

14116196 A0511 Reducing sleeve for Ø60mm dia poles.

14116220 A0512/2A (35÷90W) Supplement for factory fitted fuse holder and fuse. To be ordered as a separate item along with the fitting , according to specific lamp version.

14116320 A0512/4A (100÷150W) Supplement for factory fitted fuse holder and fuse. To be ordered as a separate item along with the fitting , according to specific lamp version.

14116496 A0513/AL Supplement for aluminium cowl.

SPECIFICATION:
OIKOS post top fitting suitable for Ø60-76mm poles. Secures to pole with 

three stainless steel grub screws. Quick release gear tray / lamp holder 

assembly. A0511/96 is a reducing sleeve for Ø60mm pole painted to match 

the fitting and provide an aesthetic finish. Electrical connection by plug and 

socket, for a quick and safe installation. On opening housing top an isolating 

terminal connector block interrupts supply for safety during maintenance. 

With a wide area circular light optic the OIKOS provides an efficient uniform 

light distribution. The light source is seated hidden from direct viewing 

within the body providing a glare free illumination. A variety of lamp 

options offering high lumen and chromatic output, with options for power 

reduction systems and control devices, makes OIKOS an ideal choice for 

energy saving applications.


